At Oakhurst Links, golfers play with four clubs manufactured in England — from front to back, the short iron, driving wood (nicknamed The Long Neck), long iron and putting club.

Performance, value and versatility: All par for the course.

As a mowing machine, the front-wheel drive Steiner 230 offers superb performance, durability, traction and stability. But that's only half the story.

In less than five minutes, a wide range of Quick-Hitch™ attachments enable your 230 to become nearly any kind of maintenance machine you can imagine. You can sweep, blow, grade, aerate and more. And, every Steiner attachment is exceptionally easy to use, designed for maximum productivity and built to last.

On fairways, nothing cuts like a Steiner. And, when the going gets rough, nothing works harder. For the ultimate in quality, versatility, performance and long-term value, take a closer look at an all-around champion. Visit your Steiner dealer today.
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At Oakhurst Links' 2nd teebox former GCSAA President Bob Mitchell prepares to drive — perhaps considering how he will hit between the grazing sheep in the landing area. In the foreground is Adam Maples.

A turf tractor with a different twist